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Sams Teach Yourself Beginning Programming in 24 Hours, Second Edition explains the basics of programming in the successful 24-Hours format. The book begins with the absolute basics of programming: Why program? What tools to use? How does a program tell the computer what to do? It teaches readers how to program the computer and then moves on by exploring the some most popular programming languages in use. The author starts by introducing the reader to the Basic language and finishes with basic programming techniques for Java, C++, and others.      

About the Author
   

   Greg Perry is a speaker and writer on both the programming and the application   sides of computing. He is known for his skills at bringing advanced computer   topics down to the novice's level. Perry has been a programmer and trainer since   the early 1980s. He received his first degree in computer science and a master's   degree in corporate finance. Perry's books have sold more than 2 million copies   worldwide. He has authored bestselling books that include Sams Teach Yourself   Office XP in 24 Hours, Absolute Beginner's Guide to C, Teach Yourself Visual   Basic 6 in 21 Days, and Sams Teach Yourself Windows XP in 24 Hours. He has   written about rental-property management and loves to travel. His favorite place   to be when away from home is either at New York's Patsy's or in Italy because he   wants to practice his fractured, broken Italian (if a foreign language were as   easy as a computer language, he'd be fluent by now).  
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Windows Vista®: Home Networking (Epg - Other)Microsoft Press, 2007
With more than one Windows Vistabased PC in your home, and all of your digital memories, music and media, and other data stored on one computer, you know that its time to connect your home with a simple home network. Youll get the straightforward, approachable information you need (without the jargon!) to find what kind of network is right for you...
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Quantum Mechanics in Nonlinear SystemsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2005
"This book is well documented, containing a large list of valuable references, and gives an attentive and complete description of many systems of physical interest ... It is useful for a large category of physicists, ranging from postgraduate students to experimentalists and theoreticians."  Mathematical Reviews     

       In...
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Stand Back and Deliver: Accelerating Business AgilityAddison Wesley, 2009

	Enhance Fundamental Value and Establish Competitive Advantage with Leadership Agility


	 


	Whether you’re leading an organization, a team, or a project,  Stand Back and Deliver  gives you the agile leadership tools...
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Marketing Without Advertising: Easy Ways to Build a Business Your Customers Will Love and RecommendNolo, 2008

	Make your business stand out without the cost of advertising!

	

	The best marketing you can do for your business is to concentrate on creating a high-quality operation that customers, employees and other businesspeople will trust, respect and recommend.

	

	Marketing Without Advertising teaches small business...
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Practical Optimization: Algorithms and Engineering ApplicationsSpringer, 2007
Practical Optimization: Algorithms and Engineering Applications provides a hands-on treatment of the subject of optimization. A comprehensive set of problems and exercises makes the book suitable for use in one or two semesters of a first-year graduate course or an advanced undergraduate course. Each half of the book contains a...
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The Accidental Guerrilla: Fighting Small Wars in the Midst of a Big OneOxford University Press, 2009
David Kilcullen is one of the world's most influential experts on counterinsurgency and modern warfare. A Senior Counterinsurgency Advisor to General David Petraeus in Iraq, his vision of war dramatically influenced America's decision to rethink its military strategy in Iraq and implement "the surge."
Now, in The Accidental...
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